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ABSTRACT

Ego Identity

Status

and Conformity
by
-

'

Joseph J. Hoffman, Dcx:tor of Philosophy
Utah State

University,

1982 .

Major Professors:
Dr. Gerald R. Adams and Dr. Elwin C. Nielsen
Department:
Psycholcgy
The relationship
status

and the scx:ial prcx:ess of conformity

identity
Status

status

Diffusion,
formity

Moratorium,

self-report

the main hypothesis

stat~ses
formity

personality

(Diffusion
behavior.

and Foreclosure
Diffusion
conformity

status

rated

A total

of 87 subjects

status

groups:

Achievement.

and experimental

task,

Conand by

Two

that

in the less mature ego identity

More specifically,

self-report.

tween conformity

1979).

measures.

and Foreclosure)

statuses

Ego

Measure of Ego Identity

and Identity

was measured by peer ratings,

of ego identity

was investigated.

irn:o one of the four ego identity

Foreclosure,

supported

concept

was measured by the Objective

(OM-EIS) (Adams, Shea, and Fitch,

were categorized

three

l:::etween the Er.iksonian

those

would demonstrate
peers rated

as more conforming,
themselves
In light

and ego identity

of the conformity

measures

the most con-

males in the Diffusion

and wales and fewales

in the

as more conforming on a peer pressure
of these results,
status

the relationship

is discussed.
(84 pages)

l:::e-

CHAPI'ER I

INTRODUCTION
Erikson

(1956) has conceptualized

development as a resolution
age. In particular,
identity

versus

experience

of a series

during

late

been available

role confusion

of this

empirical

study of Erikson's

model (called

little

period

refers

dilermia .

which the individual
2.lternative

s.

Marcia's

notions

These four statuses

is actively

Corrrnitrner.t refers

toward occupational,

research

of politics,

of confusion
involved

involves

making a formal commitment .
comnitment to values

a crisis

religion,

Foreclosure
or others

for the

and occu-

and political

a crisis
status
without

in personal

choices.

of identity

statuses.

during

among meaningful

Identity

and made ideolcgical

experiencing

of parents

(1966 ) operation-

in choosing

(1966) has specified

four identity

has

has been accan-

and searching

Marcia

Moratorium status

formation

to the degree of investment
religious,

will

are based on the degree

and comnitment 2.s the two major dimensions

having experienced

by an

using a four typolcgy

crisis

inclused

to old

or ego identity

has opened new arenas

theoretical

to a period

formation

of ego identity

of development

statuses).

from infancy

one is confronted

empirical

and ccrnmitment in the areas
Crisis

decisions

notion

stage resolution

alization

growth and

dile.'1'1IT1a
during which the individual

for some time,

on this

pation.

adolescence

While the theoretical

of crisis

of crises

some growing sense of ego iden tity

diffusion.

plished

psycholcgical

resolution,
Achievement

corrmitments.

with a search
includes

Using

tcward

having made a

an experienced

crisis.

2

Finally,

Diffusion

status

nor made an occupational
infonnation

adolescents

have neither

or ideolcgical

al::out these four status

camnitment.

experienced

a crisis

Table 1 surrmarizes

groups.

Table
Presence (+) or Absence (- ) of Crisis and
Corrmitment in the Ego Identity Statuses
Identity

Status

Identity

Diffusion

Crisis

Corrmitment

Foreclosure

+

Moratorium

+

Identity

+

Achievement

+

Note: The identity statuses are presented in descending order of
psychological
maturity.
Identity Diffusion is considered less mature
because of the lack of l:.ot.1-icrisis and ccmnitment.
Foreclosure
is
also a lower status due to a lack of crisis before conmitment.
Moratorium is a higher status due to the presence of crisis
in preIdentity Achievement is the :rrost advanced
paration for conmibnent.
status due to the presence of l:.oth crisis and corrmitment (Table and
Note taken from Read, Note 1) .

These operationalization
fostered
tions

of Erikson's

a grawing l:.ody of research.

al:.out the four ego identity

lower ego identity
ego identity

adolesce.~ts

statuses

Moratorium to Identity

ego identity

Several
status

well-established

tend to prcgress

(roughly fran Diffusion
Achievement ) (Adams

is due to maturational

has
assump-

groups have emerged.

&

& Goldmen, 1976; Waterman & Waterman, 1971) .
W1clear whether this

status

First,

toward more advanced
to Foreclosure

Fitch,

in press;

to
Waterman

Hawever, it remains
or environmental

influences.

3

Second, Moratorium and Achievement status
appear to have more canplex
Diffu sion and Foreclosure
Podd, 1972; Waterman
ego identity
including

status

general

variables,

&

and mature personality
individuals

adjustment,

extent,

interpersonal

as conformity?

identity
Until

recently,

advanced identity

in a conformity
tity

status

task.

were less

Unfortunately,

tasks

Therefore,
standing

advantage
its

closer

identity

in social
is there
l:::ehavior such

area was by Tod.er

females with more versus
susceptible

to peer pressure

Further,

with either

a

in l:::oth the Toder and

only the Asch (1956) perceptual

conformity

Thus , no generalization

over

has l:::een assessed.
the purpose of this

of the potential

ti t y status

status

l:::ehavior was not replicated

task was used to rreasure conformity.
conformity

stability.

the prq::osed link l:::etween ego iden-

female or male sample (Ryan, Note 3) .
Marcia and the Ryan study,

status

the sole study in this

achieve.~ent

and conformity

and intirracy,

compliance

and Marcia (1973) who found that undergraduate
less

Furtherrnore,

For example, what relation
and social

1966;

personality

in ego identity

statuses

than

of phenomena

relations

and long-term

differences

l:::ehaviors have l:::een examined.
1:::etweendiffering

with a variety

academic achievement,

sex differences,

To a lesser

functioning

Goldmen, 1976; Orlof sky, Note 2) .

intelligence,

moral reasoning,

consistently

(Adams & Shea, 1979; Marcia,

has l:::eenassociated

college

individuals

study was to expand the under-

relationship

for l:::oth sexes using several
of this

additional

examination
formation.

replication

of social

l:::etween conformity

and ego iden-

measures of conformity.
/ extension

conformity

process

study,

then,

correlates

The
was in
of

4

OIAPI'ER II

REVIEWOF LITERATURE
Erikson
of eight

(1956) conceptualized

stages

for healthy

of conflict.

functioning

During adolescence,
tity,

and this

From this

framework for this
Diffusion,
tented

with other

measures because of their
rnent, Marcia

developed

theoretica

lly appropriate

Note 4) .

This interview

measures crisis

Marcia

scales

failure

the Identity

Status

takes arout

and corrmitment in three

areas:

is categorized

L~ one of the four identity

classification

scheme, numerous studies

The following
correlates

as intellect,
review of this

crisis

and corrmit-

to provide

a rrore

(Marcia,

occupation,

1966,

literature

Utilizing

have been directed

of adolescent

provides

statuses.

religion,

manual the subject

statuses.

this

at the

ego identity

academic achievement,

of the four ego identity

and Q-sort

forr:ation

to a comprehensive

of the relationship

Discon-

twenty minutes to complete and

Scored according

and such areas

Interview

and

statuses:

Achievement.

to assess

measure of identity

and politics.

investigation

identity

such as questionnaires

conceptual

and ego iden-

the conceptual

four adolescent

and Identity

each stage.

for values

( 1966) extended

Moratorium,

identity

must resolve

by a searching

stage and suggested

Foreclosure,

framework, in order

is between ego diffusion

is characterized

making a corrmitment to them.

development as a series

theoretical

to occur the individual

the conflict

stage

psychosocial

personality,

status
etc.

an over v iew of the

5

General Correlates
Status

of Ego Identity

Bourne (1978) has provided
identity

research.

several

tentative
First,

a review of ten general

Drawing heavily
conclusions

intelligence

l:etween the four groups

1957; Marcia,

1966; Marcia & Friedman,

these results

may l:e due to the fact

subjects,

Allen,

&

1970; Schenkel,
that college

has, however, indicated

that

intellectually

tive

measures do not differentiate

flexibility

& Friedman,

appears

1970); that

independent

under stress

Identity

(Schenkel,

Other researchers
have developed

1975).

However,

who were the

(Adams, 1976; Enright

such perspective

taking

norms and mores.
co not differ

(Bob, Note 5) ; that

cogni-

arrong the groups

(Marcia

that

the higher

to understand
& Deist,

their

1979).

In sumnary, although

adolescents.

status

groups fall

Status

peers.

are rrore

on intelli

(Waterman & Waterman, 1970).
identity

status

youths

world from other's

to integrate

that

societal

the four identit y status
gence or cognitive

Generally,

Diffusion

groups

variables,

cognitive

the Foreclosure

somewhere in between their

view-

It is hypothesized

Achieved youths seem to have more desirable

than Diffusion

Achievement status

Achievements and Foreclosures

allows the adolescent

consistently

ability.

1975); and that Achievement and Moratorium

have suggested
the ability

to

1970; Ghiselli,

students,

Identity

groups are rrore r eflect ive and introspective

Identity

or IQ there

(Cross

youths do better

points

review,

as a group have a high tut narrow range of intellectual

Other research

field

integrative

of ego

can l:e made.

in the area of general

l:e no difference

upon this

areas

the

traits

and Moratorium
and Identity

6

Second, in the area of academic achievement
controlled

for scholastic

cetween identity
Achievements
Friedman,

achievement

and found a positive

and grade point

and Foreclosures

relationship

average.

pick rrore difficult

(1970)

Also,

majors

female

(Marcia

&

1970), and Achievement and Moratoriwn youths have higher

achievement
status

aptitude

Cross and Allen

rrotivation

(Orlofsky,

Note 2).

seems to have the rrore desirable

Again, the highest

trait

of higher

identity

academic achieve-

ment and motivation.
The third
correlates.
closure

and largest

area of identity

Perhaps the rrost well-documented
subjects

are highest

and Moratorium

measures of authoritarianism
1970 ; Matteson,
the Moratoriwn

(Marcia,

1974; Schenkel

MMPIPoint Scale
However,

(Mahler,

for college

the most anxiety
sistently

score

Friedman,

1970).

Scale

females,

those

(Marcia & Friedman,
lowest on anxiety

of,

&

Friedman,
males in

in the other

groups

(WAS) (Welsh, 1956) and the

in the Diffusion

status

1970). Foreclosure

measures

The area of self

(Marcia,

seem to have

subjects

con-

1967; Marcia &

esteem has not reen so clear
self

cut.

esteem differences

Achievement and Moratorium were less

by :po._rsonality feedback,

and acceptance

lowest on the

Also college

than those

Fore-

Note 6, Marcia , 1967 ; Rotter , 1966) .

am.)ng the four groups although

in,

here is that

subjects

(1966, 1967) was unable to derronstrate

affected

finding

1972).

rrore anxiety

group suffer

is with personality

1966, 1967; Marcia

Marcia,

&

as measured by the Welsh ~nxiety

Marcia

research

thereby

tha-nselves.

indicati.'lg

Surprisingly,

& Friedman,

1970) found Identity

self-esteem

measures and Foreclosure

rrore confide..rice

a later

study

Achievement ferriales scores
females scored highest.

(Marcia

lowest on
It was

7

hypothesized

this

might l::e due to the cultural

assume a Foreclosure
differences
Marcia,

status.

Ot.'"ler studies

l::etween the identity

1972; Orlofsky,

Note 2).

Jacobsen

frustration

the rrost affect,

tolerance.
introspection,

Many were involved

womenwere least

Foreclosure

more pathology

themselves

in general.

locus of control
identity

statuses

in their:- locus of control

in competition
suggested

tity
ality

status

Tw-o

other

desirable
inconsistent

personality

and cooperation / c0!11.petition.
have l::een found to l::e rrore

and Rubin ( 1970) found no differences
among the four groups.

Overall,

these findings.

in cooperation

there

characterics

it would l::e asswned that

personality

Indeed,
characterics,

sex differences

higher

and

are only trends

of the four groups.

those higher on the ego iden-

continuum would have rrore ffi3.ture, well-integrated

characteristics.

and

(Adams & Shea, 1979;,Waterrnan&Wate:tman,

by the study of personality

Theoretically,

in

able

as goal oriented

1970) . Matte son (1974) , however, was unable to replicate
Podd, Marcia,

the

women were found to l::e more often depressed

areas have l::een studied:

internal

and derronstrated

and sensitivity.

rut presented

Those in the rrore ~ature

Identity

youths demonstrated

to deal with ambiguity,

and to demonstrate

as follows:

Moratorium status

conflicts.

Diffusion

a few women

a psychodynamic I?()rtrait.

independent,

dependence-independence

self-assured.

sex (Schenkel &

(1973) studied

Womenin the four groups were characterized
Achievement were the rrost flexible,

for womento

have found no self-esteem

groups for either

in a more indepth manner and constructed

highest

pressures

status

but this

in the available

person-

groups seem to have rrore
is uncertain,

research.

and there

are

8

The fourth

area,

Jordan

(Note 7).

status

and parent-child

teing

reported

their

to their

parents

parents,

courages

the child

to forego a crisis

values.

A very weak parent-child

The fifth
that

Identity

toriums,
As

crisis

strong

unmvolved

as l:::oth

dimension

for

subjects

re-

subjects

and unconcerned.
relationship

en-

and make a conmitrnent to parent's

relationship

seems to discourage

the

adjustment.

It appears

Achievement youths have the test

adjustment

while Mora-

mentioned,

phase,

Identity

have the worse overall

Achievement students

(Cross & Allen , 1970) .

with college

sugge st that Moratorium

adjustment.

have the test

Morato rium students

are the

(Waterman & Waterman, 1970), and are rrost
&

Waterman, 1972).

youths may te .[XX)rly adjusted

These data

and discontented

acadernic situations.

Interpersonal

relations

Those mdi viduals

in the higher

status)

with l:::oth sexes
ever,

on this

parent-child

i.11clined to chang e the.ir major (Waterman

Moratorium

parents

ar·ea is college

satisfied

with their

their

or conmitment.

major research

acade.rn.ic achievement
least

an overly

who are in a crisis

previously

the Moratorium and

while Diffusion

were detached,

that

fran values

effect

by

between identity

might te expected , Foreclosure

As

These data suggest

child

to perceive

(with a greater

very close

that

she found that

were rrore likely

and rejectmg

has teen studied

of the association

relations,

Moratorium subjects ) .
ported

relationships,

In an examination

Achievement subjects
acceptmg

parent-child

and mtimacy
identity

is the sixth
status

groups

appear to have the rrost satisfactory
(Marcia,

these studies

1976;

Marcia

have teen criticized

&

Friedman,

research

area.

(Achievement
relationships

1970).

How-

for usmg cross-sectional

and

9

methods and for using only male subjects.
corrected

for these rrethodological
is associated

Adams and Fitch

(Note 8)

problems and found that

increased

with increased

identity

formation

Further,

for males, occupational

identity

were the best predictors

identity,

intimacy developrrent.

and for females,

of intimacy

status.

In the seventh area Podd ( 1972) has reported
subjects

performed at a significantly

than did Foreclosure

or Diffusion

higher
subjects

Moral Dilerrmas measure (Kohlberg,

religious

that Achievement
of rroral reasoning

level

on the Kohlberg's

1964, Note 9) .

Standard

Podd also studied

the four groups using a Milgram ( 1961) task and found no di£ fer enc es in
frequency

between the four groups for administering

expP...rimental confederates.
rrore willing

to repeat

authorities.

However, Foreclosures

the behavior

suggesting

achieverrent

and higher

level

Therefore , the finding s are only tentative
identity

authority;

status

and that

The eighth
ploration

and Diffusions

higher conformity

Cauble (Note 10) was unable to replicate

between identity

higher

maximumvoltage

youths are less

were
to

the relationship

of rroral reasoning.

with sane indications

likely

to blindly

that

conform to

they are rrore cap able of higher rroral reasoning.

dimension of ego identity

research

is the exfinding

that while for rren the Achieverrent and Moratorium subjects

perform

subjexts

of sex differences.

status

Perhaps the rrost significant

differently,

and usually
on several

better

than the Foreclosure

personality

and Foreclosure

status

the Moratoriums

and Diffusions

1975; Toder & Marcia,

to

rreasures,

individuals

and Diffusion

for \/'JOrrenthe Achievement

perform differently

(Marcia

1973). That is,

&

is

Friedman,

and better

1970; Schenkel,

the rrore developed,

mature

than

10

identity

statuses

for rren seem to l::e Identity

while for women the more developed,
Identity
that

mature identity

Achievement and Foreclosure.

the Foreclosure

status

Achievement and Moratorium

Sare researchers

is more acceptable

tionally

t.½ey have teen discouraged

eventual

autonomy.

Orlofsky

female youths;

had a greater
that

correlates

seem to l::e

have proposed

for women since tradi-

from experiencing

identity

crisis

ways from Foreclosure

women in the higher

and that

fear of success.

Males did not.

of the four identity

statuses

identity

and

statuses

These studies

suggest

may l:e different

for men

and women. Foreclosed

and Moratorium women might not share character-

istics

and Moratorium

with Foreclosed

the ego identit y status

research

issue

men that would l::e expected

that does not diff erentiate

Ego developrrent may l:e a different
The final

precess

is long-term

ident it y status

students

changed identity

Achie vement subjects
least

status

observations

and all

fifth

percent

of male coEege

were the most st able and Moratorium
achievement

changed identity

subjects

statuses.

a:tout fifty

from th e lower to higher

identity

Thus, there
statuses

the
Adams
percent

However, /vlarc i a

( 1976) found Moratorium youths changed the rrost, Foreclosure
sion youth s changed the least.

I den tity

for all groups.

(Note 8) and Marcia (1976) also found that

of male and female subjects

have

Waterman ,

over four years of college.

with a trend toward increased

and Fitch

the sexes.

of ego i dentit y status.

is not stab le over tine.

Geary, and Watei""I1'lcil1
( 1974) found that

from

for men and ¼Omen.

stability

Three studi es have completed longitudinal
concluded that

and

(Note 2), however, found that Achieverrent

and Moratorium females l::ehaved in distinctive
Diffusion

statuses

and Diffu-

is evidence for rrovement
with age and maturity.
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Ego Identity

Status

and Conformity

While the existing
associated
ality,

with specific

and potential

explored
there

social

data suggests

higher

child

histories,

sex differences,

l:ehavioral

statuses,

investigation
1973).

taks.

the "stable"

disseraation

and expand this

That is,

(Toder & Marcia,

64 female under-

identit y status

warren (Achievement

during

(Moratorium and Diffusion).

Toder and Marcia's

there was no differences
f or either

results

conformity.

Both studies

used Asch's

in which subjects

in conformity

the

A

to replicate
However,

with women or
for the four ego
One possible

is the use of a limited
(1956) perceptual

measure of

conformity

task

roay knowingly give wrong answers to avoid going against

It is highly

~pon inforrrational

results

male or female subjects.

for conflicting

status

The first

and put them through a conformity

groups

explanation

identity

l:etween studies.

study using both male and female subjects.

i denti t y statuses

has

to the four ego

study by Ryan (Note 3) was conducted

Ryan was unable to replicate

that

For example,

were less conforming and less uncomfortable

task than were the "unstable"

t he group.

status.

identified

groups,

are

research

and its relation

results

the investigators

in the four identity

and Foreclosure)

men.

is little

was conducted with female undergraduates

They found that

doctoral

statuses

rrore complex person-

of identity

on conformity

with conflicting

Specifically,

graduates

there

correlates

are rut two studies

identity

rearing

identity

likely

processes

that

perceptual

may result

than conformity

tasks

conformity

in different

tasks

relations

ba.sed upon a social

based

with

compliance

process.
Therefore,

the replication

/ extension

study reported

here measured
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conformity

and its

relation

manner than undertaken

to ego identity

status

in the two previous

studies.

was measured in five ways.
Rating Scale.
reaction
Likert

Two

friends

The first

of each subject

to two hypothetical
scale.

conformity

conformity

the other

change s in expressed

Willingness
values
their
fourth

cal Inventory

(Gough, 1957)

via Independent
ward achieverrent
l:ehaviors

scales.

Desirability

(Crowne

where either
The fifth
&

1977) .

status.

expressed

in relation

groups.

conformity

and final

Marlowe,1960).

This study,

prehensi ve measure of conformity
identity

were studied

measured personal

l:ecause it had been shown to be strongly
(Brannigan,

was

(Adams, Note 11) .

to change their

status

Second,

to

The third

and

Psychologi-

Achievement via Conforroance and Achieverrent

L~ settings

Scale

to tap

to peer pressure

were taken from the California

These scales

were warranted.

was designed

Students

rnernrership in the four ego identity
measures of conformity

on a five point

in response

pressures

probable

with authorities.

of male and female undergraduates

in the face of conformity

the subject's

situations

measured by the Dilemnas Test for College

conformity

measure was a Peer

rated

tapped conformity

value judgrrents

That is,

situations

One of the hypothetical

peer conformity,

in a rrore complex

then,

tendencies

to-

or independence

measure was the Social
This measure was included

related

attempted

and re-examined

to conformity
to obtain

a more com-

its relation

to ego

13

Objectives

and

The overall
rehavioral

ential

groups on several
that

as subjects

higher

identity

Hypotheses
objective
style

of this

exists

study was to determine

retween the four ego identity

measures of confonnity.
rrove through identity
statuses

(Diffusion

crisis

r:othesis

was based on the literature

desirable

(e.g.,

which suggests

personality,

to higher rroral stage reasoning

conformity

that

Resistance

assumed to re the rehavioral
more complex personality
specific

identity
1)

The Identity

will
2)

confonnity
3)

The Foreclosure

scores
4)

correlate

identity

and

hypotheses

for

v;ere pror:osed as follows:

on the conformity

and Diffusion

groups will
measures than

group.
have significantly

lower

than the Moratorium group.
group will

than the Diffusion

regardless

it

of group norms was

Individual

have significantly

lower conformity

group.

Males and ferriales will not differ

scores

More

would mitigate

of having higher

Achieverrent group will

scores

in

has reen shown to re

to confonnity

lower scores

the Foreclosure
The Identity

social).

Achievement and Moratorium status

have significantly

individuals

rrore canplex and

characteristics

characteristics.

statuses

This hy-

and complex ego functioning

such personality

tendencies.

that

cognitive,

given rrore advanced ego identity

was hypothesized

to Moratorium and

less confonnity.

tend to have (in general)

characteristics

specifically,
related

statuses

was

and cc:mnitrnent to achieve

and Foreclosure

Achievement) they will derronstrate

identity

status

The primary hypothesis

Identity

higher

if a differ-

of identity

status.

significantly

in confonnity
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CHAPTER III

METHOD

Subjects
The target

population

from undergraduate
large

enrollment

included

classes.

The classes

social

approximately

700 students,

tity

provided the final

statuses

~re

classes

either

Diffusion
original

Identity

status

research

That is,

they were disor

as rreasured by the CM-EIS. The large

group.

In total,

statuses

each identity

group were as follows:

10 amles and 11 females;

iden-

These 87 subjects

nwnber of individuals

there were approximately

(te n male and ten female ) randomly selected

status

sample of

.Z\chieved or Moratoriwn or Foreclosed

of the four identity

closure

was minimized in an

sample.

sample was needed to find a sufficient

twenty subjects

Solicitation

40 males and 47 females with specific

individuals

to fil l the Foreclosure

University

because of their

Based upon an original

were chosen cecause they were "pure types".
tinctly

selected

departrrents.

science

to form a "naive" sample.

at Utah State

1

and vJere from rrultiple

from psychology and other
attempt

students

for this

Moratoriwn

- 9 males and 13 females;

study.

The subject
Identity

from each
totals

Achievement -

- 11 males and 11 females;
and Diffusion

for

Fore-

- 10 males and 12

females.
Instrumentation
Identity.

Subjects

were classified

into the four ego identity

15
status

groups according

(OM-EIS) developed
This instrurrent

to the Objective

by Adams, Shea and Fitch

resr:onses

for identity

religion,

and EX)litics,

crisis

adequate

standardization

Adams et al.

a valid

found that

allowed scoring

statuses

total,

ting

of this

the ability

Internal

Diffusion,

.76 for Foreclosure,

ment.

As expected,

with the Foreclosure

errors

to occur

rroderately

some evidence

to differentiate

coefficients

status.

They

or high with

for construct
and Achievederronstra-

between these

too

were found to be .68 for
and .67 for Achieve-

Achievement group was found to be
development than the Diffusion

group classified

groups showed higher rigidity;

were in line with expectations
scored

group,

by the OM-EIS as being highest

tance and Foreclosure

as being Diffused

1976).

to develop

to the a.~-EIS thereby

Also Achievement persons

classified

(Marcia,

(Foreclosure

.67 for Moratorium,

the Identity

and 2) in-

of disc~.irninating

on authoritarianism.

findings

scored

1) it took too long

investigations

statused

according

consistency

rrore committed to ego identity

were:

while loading

instrument

statuses.

developed

into the four identity

were capable

The too com:nitted identity
comronality

Interview

rreasure of ego identity

thus providing

ment) had little

instrument

for large groups;

four separate

the items for each status

own status

validity.

instrument

self-report

between the rerraining

Status

subjects

was impractical

(1979) undertook

and objective

Identity

and classified

and thereby

similar

and conmitrnent in the areas of occupation,

Problems with Marcia's

to administer

their

Marcia's

Status

(1979) (see Appendix A).

was based on a theoretically

by Marcia (1966, Note 4).

statuses.

Measure of Ego Identity

(Muuss,

significantly

showed high self

accep-

both of these

1975) .

Subjects

below those in the
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Achievement group as measured by Marcia's
(ISB) , and Moratorium
extremes providing
also found that,

and Foreclosure

additional
according

identity

statuses

to be sensitive

to be in the Achieved and Moratorium

with increased

subjects

could be classified

five-day

test-retest

were not identical,

as rroving from one status
coefficients

the results

degree of concurrent
consistency

and test-retest

eliminated

sources of rate
for both sexes,

instrument.

studies

replacement

(such as the present

Diffusion:
occupational

The

were

to stage transition.
suggested

a relative

as well as high internal
Further,

this

instrwnent

effects

and was

all of which were improvements over Marcia's

e:,q:er.i.rnental research

each of the four status

Small differences

bias and interviewer's

In sun-unary, t.h.e authors

is not seen as a total
"evolving

reliability.

to another.

(Adams' s and Marcia's)

sensitivity

validity

progression;

and .78 for Achievement.

of these four studies

and predictive

seemed

,:,..;ere.84 for Diffusion,

there was a close parallel.

thought to be due to the new measure's

validated

and age-stage

.71 fore Moratorium,

about achieving

The OM,:;Is, then,

outcorres of the two instruments

Although scoring

Overall,

assumptions

age.

developirent

reliability

.93 for Foreclosure,

in between the two

with the new instrument,

with theoretical

to identity

Sentence Blank

for the CT1-EIS. Adams et al.

to classifications

This is consistent

higher

groups fell

validation

older males were rrore likely
groups.

Incomplete

stated

that

for Marcia's

scale"

that

although
instrurrent,

the CT1-EIS
it was an

allowed for larger

proposed research ) .

survey

Example ite.rns for

areas follow:

"I'm sure it will be pretty easy for me to change
goals when something better comes along."

my

-
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Foreclosure:
"My parents had it decided a long ti.Ire ago what I
should go into and I 'm following their plans. "
/v'l..oratorium: "I just can't decide what to do for an occupation.
There are so rrany I want for a career."
Achievement:
"It took me a while to figure
really know what I want for a career."
Subjects

answer these questions

from Strongly

Agree to Strongly

Conformity.

on a six-point
Disagree

was

friend

subjects.

to rate

Two

the subject

dilemna was developed to tap opinions
peer pressure

situation.

with authority

figures.

The second measure,

ceptual

Likert

scale.

values
tion,

at-out the subject's

tehavior

in a

the Dilenmas Test for Colelge Students

the effects

situations

could te classified

versus peer pressure

of peer pressure,

This instrurrent,

Devereux ( 1970)
that consisted

in which the subject

into four areas:

to deviance;

pressure.

Typically,

(DICS),

was based on the con-

and Devereux.

was forced

of

to
values.

1) internalized

2) achievement

3) autonorrous values versus peer pressure;

values versus adult

the

The first

choose tetwen some autonorrously held value and peer or parental
The dilermas

of

The second was developed to tap conformity

framev.Drk of Bronfenbrenner

hypothetical

The first

each requiring

valida ted a Dilerrmas Test for grade schcol children
several

1).

from friends

peer ratings

was developed oy Adams (Note 11) (see Appendix C).
designed to assess

ranging

(PRS) (see Appendix B).

dilemnas are presented,
on a five-point

scale

were utilized.

the Peer Rating Scale

This scale was developed in order to obtain
the research

Likert

wt now I

(weighed 6 through

Five rreasures of conformity

measure of conformity

it out,

versus affilia-

and 4) autonorrous

the subjects

are first

asked
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to respond to the items when they relieve
at.out their
lieve

responses

(normative

situation),

they will l::e asked to discuss

pressure

situation

).

constructed
retained

their

effects.

if they correlated

answers with the group (peer

Following this

35 items for possible

re-

and again when they

l::etween the two scores gives a

The difference

rreasure of peer pressure

they will not l::e questioned

sarre strategy,

use with undergraduates.

positively

with total

sensitivity

scores

Adams

Items were
in coth condi-

tions,

and if they derronstrated

to peer pressure.

Two forms

of the

arcs, A and B, each with eight items were developed. Adams

states:
The forms were canpared with regard to total mean peer conformity scores for coth normative and peer conditions for
coth male and female subjects.
Nonsignif icant differences
Furtherrrore, total mean
were reported for all t values.
differences
with form A or B across normative versus peer
conditions were tested for significant
mean differences
to detennine total peer pressure effect for coth sexes.
at p < .15 or J::etter
All t valu es approached significance
on the rreasure of peer pressure influence.
The difference
J::etween the overall peer conformity measure for subjects
who took forms A a.11dB under the normative versus peer
confc rmit y situations
were significant
at the . 05 level
(Form A, t = 1.94, df = .88; Form B, t = 2.11, df = .88 )
with the differences
in the expected direction.
Slightly
greater mean differences
were found for females; however ,
a close examination of male and female mean responses
across conditions
(normativ e versus peer) within the same
form (A or B) reveals very small absolute differences
(p. 46) .
All items are scored on

a.ri

eight-point

Likert

for each ite."TIis from 1 to 8 with the exception
is double scored since two separate
dilemna.
score.

The highest

score

The range of total

dilemna f ollows:

responses

(8) represents
test

scores

scale.

The total

score

of item three which
are required

the highest

is from 9 to 72.

for this

peer pressure
An

example
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It's a rainy afternoon and you have started reading a took
for a class assignrrent you are interested
in. You are just
in the middle of it when the phone rings. It's a bunch of
your friends who have gotten together at sorrel::ody else's
place.
They're just sitting
around and want you to corre
over. What would you do?
Go join

my

fairly
certain

very
certain

friends

somewhat
certain

I guess
so

Keep on reading
sorrewhat
certain

I guess
so
A pilot

study was conducted with the D'I'CSat Utah State

in an attempt

to replicate

its

sensitivity

the 15 ma.le and female undergraduates
scores

in the expected direction

had no difference
their

scores

Overall,
is,

in their

a one tailed
the results

sane subjects

than others.

sign test

will

was significant

and fourth

the results

Inventory

developed

to measure personality

to human l::ehavior and to provide

dependable measure of several
for large-scale

with "nonnal" subjects

personality

applications.

at the p< .05 level.
expectations.

That

effects
study.

were taken from the
This scale was
have a wide

an accurate,

brief,

that were easy and

The CPI was intended

to measure personality

from

was not statistically

that

variables

Three

comparing scores

(CPI) (Gough, 1957) .
characteristics

Of

Two changed

of the pilot

rreasures of confonnity

effects.

effects.

l::e more i.~fluenced by peer pressure

Psychologcial

convenient

situation

are in line with hypothesized

Cal ifornia

applicability

peer pressure

A t test

University

10 changed their

for the t'INOsessions.

and normative

Table 2 swmiarizes

The third

suggesting

directim.

situation

to peer pressure

in the study,

responses

in the opposite

the peer pressure
significant;

very
certain

fairly
certain

characteristics

for use
vi tal

for
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Table 2
Dilermias

Test for College Students
Normative
Situation

Subject

Peer Pressure
Situation

Study
Difference
and Sign

33

37

+3

2

37

38

+1

3

39

39

4

23

24

0
+1

5

37

37

6

33

35

0
+2

7

20

26

+6

8

28

28

0

9

40

38

-2

10

28

24

-4

11

27

30

+3

12

30

31

+1

13

26

36

+10

14

24

25

+1

15

11

15

+4

436

463

Total

29. 1

Mean

!

(DTCS) Pilot

test

= p ) . 05

sign test

= p

<.05

30.9
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social

living

yield

and interaction.

18 standard

variables

itern.s which

There are 480 true / false

scores on 18 personality

were m2asured in this

variables.

'I\vo

study using relevant

of these

CPI itern.s:

Achievement via Confonrance

(AchCon) and Achievement via Independence

(Achind) (see Appendix

D).

Gough descril:es

identify

of interest

those factors

achievement
(p.

good organization,

Low scores

suggest

variable

indicate

persistance,

stubtornness,

to conform.

pressure

and rrotivation

which facilitate

setting

where autonomy and independence are positive

independent,
missive

and compliant

The fifth
Desirability

Low scores

l:ehaviors,

indicate

in any

l:ehaviors"
forceful,

(p. 16) .
dominant,

inhibition,

sub-

and cautiousness.

(SOS) (Crowne & Marlowe,1960)

need for social

and consistent

anxiety

those

rreasure was the Marlowe-Crowne Soci al

conformity

Scale

This variable,
strong

Achind score are often mature,

and self-reliant.

under

achievement

of interest

withahigh

tendencies.

"To identify

factors

Individuals

effi-

and disorganization

The purpose of Achind is:
and rrotivation

l:ehavior"

cooperation,

and industrious

aloofness,

"To

which facilitate

where conformance is a :i;ositive

High scores on this

16).

ciency,

in any setting

the pur:i;ose of AchCon:

desirability,

correlation

(see Appendix E).

was chosen due to i ts

with conformity

l:ehavior

(Brannigan,

1977; Horton, Marlowe &Crowne, 1963; Klei.11, 1967; MarlOWe &Crowne,
OCXJle,Butler & Marlowe, 1965; Smith & Flenning,

1961; Miller,
Strickland

& Cro.-me, 1962).

l:er of personality
criterion

For the development of this

inventories

of tapping cultural

the pathology

of a subject

were consulted
approval

scale

1971;
a num-

for items that met a

yet had little

.implication

whether answered in a socially

desirable

for

22

or undesirable

direction.

Fifty

original

judged by ten psychology faculty
socially

desirable

true/false

and graduate

answer for each item.

students

agreerrent.

47 items were sul:mitted

to ten judges with similar

they were asked to rate

the degree of maladjustment
Likert

the items were judged to irrply neither
scale was then administered
that

t otal

at the .OS level.

scores

and fifteen

33 of the items discriminated

were keyed false.

.88 and a test-retest

correlation

internal

Edwards Social

The authors

interpreted

Desirability

and, therefore,

The

item analysis

between high and low
items were keyed true
coefficient

with the MMPIsclaes

Scale

these comparisons

was mainly a measure of willingness

by the

(2.8) suggested

consistency

were compared with MMPIcorrelations

established

and

of

of .89 was obtained.

This new scale was then correlated
correlations

suggested

An

Eighteen of these
An

These

good nor poor adjustment.

to 76 undergraduates.

dem:mstrated

the

qualifications,

The rrean rating

scale.

who rated

Unanirrous agreement was

reached on 36 items and 11 items had 90 percent

items on a five-point

items were

with the already
(ESDS) (Edwards, 1957).

as evidence

that

to admit to neurotic

was a measure of neuroticism.

and these

the EDSD
symptoms,

Crowne and Marlowe (1960)

conclude:
The very high correlation
obtained with the Edwards scale
(and the MMPI) cast doubt on the interpretation
of this
test as a measure of the influence of social desirability
on test responses. The magnitude of the correlations
of
the new scale (M-C SDS) with the MMPIwas considered to
be rrore in accord with a definition
of social desirability
in tenns of the need of subjects to respond to culturally
sanctioned ways (p. 354).
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Procedure
The author administered

the Objective

(CM-EIS) and the first

Status

Dilemnas Test for College Students

(normative

situation)

classified

into the four identity

to approximately

700 subjects.

of 87 subjects.

cane to a research
replacement
subjects

answered the true / false

logical

Inventory

Scale

(SDS) .

or did not shew up, a

At this
questions

second research

situation

and justify

peer pr essure effects.

orientati

or familial

Peer pressure

conformity

according

r esponse differences
situation.

Finally,

were

two friends

who

within

session.

a week of the second research

the nature

to remain silent

of the experimental

task.

potential

were t."len

strategy.
awareness of

They were informed that

sunmary of the study would be made available
time and place.

were called

The subjects

about the research

about their

t o the DTCS,

subjects

These peer rates

were questioned

to

between the normative

would answer the Peer Rating Scale.

subjects

r:ositions

on were used as t he measur es of

asked to give names and phone numbers of at least

Further,

of the

its canpletion.

answers in groups after

s itu ati on and the peer pressure

and.asked

Psycho-

) and were informed the y were expected

their

was rreasured by test

the

Desirability

Next they completed the second administration

t hos e of a peer relations

debriefed

session

from the California

Changes in scores on the DTCS from personal

then,

ten males

and asked to

(CPI) and the Marlowe-Crowne Social

DTCS (peer pressure
to discuss

were contacted

If they refused

was randomly selected.

were

from each of the four groups for

These subjects

session.

(DTCS)

The subjects

groups and approximately

and ten females were randomly selected
a total

Measure of Ego Identity

a brief

to them at a specified
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OiAPI'ER IV

RESULTS
Psychanetric
Reliability

Evidence:
Indices
and Validity

Peer Rating Scale
peers thought

of

(PRS) Evaluations.

to ce knowledgeable

two acquaintances

were contacted

social

tendencies.

conformity

in two hypothetical

All subjects

about their

social

They rated

situations:

for each subject

measured conformity

rater's

scores

scores

Male, and Female sub-samples
failed

on toth

to reach significance.

Summated Scale score

(PRSS) is utilized

Dilemnas Test for College Students
to measure change in conformity
the PRSS which provides
dency as evaluated
behavior

various

data collection

behavior

in all
(D'ICS).

Only one
a Peer Rating
analyses.

The D'ICS was utilized

perceived

Unlike

cehavioral

ten-

a measure of actual
induced peer pressures.

use of the D'ICS, the relationships
procedures

the

for each rater

due to peer pressure.

exr..-erirnentally

evaluation

score obtained

remaining

were reassessed.

between the
That is,

a

The

Data for Total,

Therefore,

the D'ICS provides

change due to specific

Given the infrequent

scores

consistent.

a score for a general

by peers,

provided

situations.

are relatively

within

to authority.

(p < .01) with the total

correlated

response

Table 3 indicates,

As

on each of the two items and total

by surnm.L,gthe two rater's

correlation

( 1 and 2).

These

probable

(Peer A and Peer B) then,

on these two situations

two

of the subject's

the subject's

the first

ratings

group are positively

behavior.

for a peer evaluation

peer group framework; the second measured conformity
two raters

nani.nated
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Table 3
Interrater

Reliability

Raters

of Peer Rating Scale

(PRS)

Peer Rating: Surrrnated Scale,

(PRSS)

Total

Male

Female

Peer A1

.6342**

.5883**

.6997**

Peer A2

.5400**

.7339**

. 1482

Peer A Total

. 7790**

.7933**

. 7367**

Peer B1

.4978**

.4715**

.5742**

Peer B2

.4146**

.4474**

.3166**

Peer B Total

.6786**

.6519**

.7077**

Note:

<.01

** p

administration
situation),

or greater

1 (nonnative
and difference

stra tion

tendencies
ficantly

Table 4 provides

situation

1.

Also,

between administration

indicate

a tendency

SWT[[BTY

correlation

as expected,

1 and the difference

conformity

at the first

indicates

that

administration

when difference

and second DTCS administrations.

scores

of the correla-

As expected,

behavior

for 'coth sexes to respond

a negative

in conformity

a

2 minus admini-

at administration

with the conformity

at administration

2 (peer pressure

(DIFF) (administration

between these procedures.

in the normative
correlated

situation
lations

scores

1) were canpared.

tion al relationships

, administration

situation)

behavioral

1 were signi-

of the peer pressure
the negative
score

(DIFF)

to peer pressure.

individuals
were likely
were obtained

scoring

corre-

That is,

low in

to score higher
between the first

The D'ICS mean conformity

score for
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Table 4
Dilerrrnas Test for College

Students

(DI'CS) Correlations

Administration
2
(peer pressure situation)
Male
Female
.8244** .7472**

Administration
(normative
situation)

Note:

** p

<.01

administration

1 was M=31.62, sd=8.49;

and the DIFF scores

Difference

scores

Ratings.

measures attitudes

late

evidence

Further,
sccial

of these

compliance,

AchCon measures

correlations

Earlier

they correare found

are some slight

varia-

(see Tables 5, 6, and 7).

to be measuring

should conceptually

while Achlnd

has shown that

while there

of sex of respondent

AchCon, which appears

from the CPI

as a path to achieveme.11t.

two constructs

study,

for the total

scales

as a path to achievement,

al:::out independence

but non-

in the foll0v,1ing analyses.

of need for achievement.

sample in this

as a function

direction

rating

E. = .40 (Gough, 1957). Almost identical

for the total
tions

The personality

2

the date reported

was significant

(DIFF) are utilized

al:::out confonrence

validation

Total
-.4508**

DI'CS administration

between the first

the relationship

measure two dimensions
attitudes

to note that

for males was in the expected

although

Personality

Female
-.7428**

the mean for administration

It is necessary

in Table 4 on the relationship

sample.

Total
Male
.7900** -.2061

or greater

was M=31.67, sd=7.17.

significant

Difference Score
(Admin. 1 minus Admin. 2)

a general

be asscciated

tendency

toward

with a personality
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Table 5
Correlations

PRSS

Between Dependent Variables,

AchCon

Achind

-.2684**

-.3324**

AchCon

.4133**

Achind

sos

DIFF

-.0623

-.0070

.29 10**

. 1988*

.0130

.0434

sos
Note:

Total

.0529

* p < •05 or greater
**p < . 01 or greater

Table 6
Correlations

PRSS

sos

, Male

AchCon

Achind

-.3742**

-.4434**

.0345

.0028

.5254**

.2115

.2066

AchCon
Achind

sos

Note:

Between Dependent Variables

**p (. 01 or greater

-.1811

DIFF

. 1382
-.0718
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Table 7
Correlations

PRSS

Between Dependent Variables,

Ferrale

AchCon

Achlnd

SDS

DIFF

- . 1170

-. 1698

-.1345

.0297

AchCon

.2905**

.3551**
.2370**

Achlnd

.1744
-.0737

SDS

. 1552

**p< . 01

Note:

tendency
Sccial

or greater

toward socially

Desirability

assumption.
was observed.
than males.
a significant

Scale

(SDS) .

For the overall

behavior

Contrary

sample the expected

to expectations,

negative

association

which is rreasured by the

Tables 5, 6, and 7 address

However, the relationship

measur e of social
positive

desirable

realtionship

independence,

appears
the total

two variables

fe.roales with a need for achievement

independe.~ce

(Achlnd) are also quite

social

desirability

this

least

stronger

for ferrales

sample failed

to reach
as a

likely

a

was observed.
characterized

tote

concerned

This
by high

al::out their

Males high in Achind seems to have less

concerns.

Convergent-Divergent
tially

relationship

between Achlnd, which serves

.implies that

image and desirability.

positive

and SDS. For the ferrale sample,

between these

social

this

Validity.

The two most objective

biased measures of conformity

study are the peer sumnated evaluations

behavior

and poten-

or tendencies

in

(PRSS) and the difference

29

arcs (DIFF).

score of the
nature

This assumption

of the other three

conformity

is based on the self

measures

(AchCon, Achind, SDS).

The PRSS is a measure of peer judged conformity
is a measure of actual
might ce assumed that

conformity

orientated

and to utilize

the CPI.

the social

and self-reliant

perspective

one might expect either
rreasures.

due to sex of respondent,

scores

scores

correlation

Given that

That is,

witht

arcs, while the Achlnd

he DIFF measure.

associated

direction,

peers are likely

person's

to misjudge,

as teing

a nonconformist

to the DIFF

correlation

of conformity

judgments of another

However,

with the peer swnmated

the negative

peer evaluations

that

AchCon sh0r1s a rrodest,

who is viewed as having a high need for achievement
the two CPI scales)

relation-

of the PRSS

the AchCon and Achind association

by their

of

is sane variation

for utilization

As expected,

associated

are i..11the predicted

achievement.

while there

validation

are nonsignificantly

influenced

manner in

or a negative

with the DIFF score of the

AchCon and PRSS suggests
overly

to l::e toth achievement

data in Tables 5, 6, and 7 suggest

convergent-divergent

(PRSS).

of

as measured by the Achind

Indeed,

toth AchCon and Achind are negatively
score

is independent

is viewed from a highly

no correlation

and the DIFF scores can l::e found.
positive

it

This dimension is measured by the AchCon scale

ship with conformity

further

while DIFF

Conceptually

system in a compliant

However, when need for achievement

independent
scale,

to peer pressure.

However, it is r:ossible

tendencies.

order to achieve.

tendencies,

a high need for achievement

conformity

report

cetween

tendencies

are

need for

at times,

a person

(measured here by

or noncompliant

person

30
when in fact

high need achivers

AchCon) or more independent
Ego Identity Status
Sex Relationships

may be compliant

(measured by Achlnd) .

and Conformity

The prirna.ry focus of this
tetween ego identity

status

conformity

tendencies.

positively

associated

X

study was to examine the relationships

formation

of males and ferrales

Because previous

research

with advanced identity

Sex X Identity

Status

the covariate,

was computed on the dependent

tion

(PRSS), social

reports

factorial

analysis

dilemna tehavior

interaction

effect

sex of subject,

< . 003,

had shown that

status

age is

development,

of covariance,

a

using age as

variables:

peer evalua-

(DIFF), and personality

(PRSS) .

were observed

F(l,78)=9.14,

·p< .003, indicated

sex of subject

X identity

which is depicted

in Figure

Foreclosure

subjects

self

rrain and an

A main effect
that

than females,
status

However, a

interaction,

1 , shows that

or Foreclosed

females,

were observed

for Moratorium

in peer evaluations

F(3,78)=5.11,

male Diffusion

while no meaningful

or Identity

for

males were viewed

were viewed as being significantly

than Diffused

The discrepancy

A significant

for these data.

peers as being rrore conforming

significant
p

and their

(AchCon, Achind, SOS).

Peer Rating Sumnated Scale

by their

(measured here by

and

rrore conforming
differences

Achievement males and females.

is the largest

for the Foreclosed

status.
Dilermas Test for College
with age as the covariate
tion

1 , and difference

Students

(DTCS). Analysis

was completed on administration
(DIFF ) scores

of the DRCS. Contrary

of covariance
1, administrato the

-

11
10
9

8

PRSS
SCORE

7
6
5
4

-

3

-

-

Moratorium

Achievement

2

-

-

Di ffuslon

Note :

Figure

1. Peer rating

n

Foree 1osure

Hale

sumnated scale

13

Female

(PRSS) X sex and Ego identity

status.

l.u
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origIDal

hypothesis,

no significant

observed for administration
ti

ve condition

that

than the other

1 as significant

Diffusion
identity

status

effects

were

However, for the norrna-

2 of DIFF scores.

ID administration

3. 68, p< . 01 , revealed
rrore likely

rra.ID or jnteraction

ma.IDeffect,

rrales and ferrales

F (3 , 78) =
were

status

comparisons

to conform to

(AchC'on).

Analysis

usIDg the same

peer pressures.
Achievement Conformity Scale
covariance
effect
Pi.s

technique

for identity

illustrated

on the AchCon scores yielded
status

in Figure

comparisons

(SOS).

identity

No significant

status

rrales and ferrales

to rrost advanced identity

Achieverrent Independence Scale
Scale

p< .006.
scored

lIDear trend toward higher scores

lowest on AchCon with a general
one moves fran least

only, F (3,78)=4.41,

2, Diffu sion status

ma.ID

a significant

status

categories.

(Achind) and Social

relationships

as

Desirability

retween sex of subjects

and

were observed for the dependent measures Achind and

sos.
Religion

X Sex of Subject

Post hoc comparisons were also rrade on the potential
relationship

retween sex of subject

affiliation.
potential
tion

First,
relationship

a series

and identity

of analyses

and religious

(LDS versus non LDS) IDdependent of identity

canpliant

a significant

status.

the

affiliaOn the AchCon

were observed to re rrore socially

than the non LOS respondents

Achind scale,

due to religious

were computed to explore

between sex of subject

dependent variabl e, LDS subjects

status

mediational

F ( 1, 82) =10. 75, p < •002.

sex X religion

jnteraction,

On the

F (1,82)=7.14,

30

29
-·

28
·-

27
AchCon

26

25

,-

.

.

-

24
23

22
2l
20

Di f f us ion

Fi gur e 2 .

Foree l o,ure

Morat or ium

Achi evement confo r mity (AchCon) X ego i dentity

status.
w
w
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P< .009, revealed
femlaes,

that LDS males scored higher

while non LDS females scored higher

Fi.gure 3).

Finally,

ficantly

higher

in resp:mse
Religion

than their

In a final

series

the post hoc nature

cies.

p

of analyses
affiliation

including

l:etween religion

a significant

for conformity

confusing

status

social

there

and identity

Figure

compliance .

Figure

However, a close

associated

and Moratorium

with higher

yooths.

statuses,

achieve.rnent scores.

that

F (3, 78)=5.30,
and identity

for the Foreclosed

and

need for achievement

a different

examination

ity l:etween Figure 4 and Figure 5 data .

frequen-

For l:oth the AchCon

l:etween religion

5 depicts

to compute the

were no significant
status.

4 indicates

Given

due to lON cell

y01.1ths , LDS meml::ership heightens

picture.

Achieverrent

behavior

l:ehavior.

we were unable

sex of subject

interaction

was observed.

through

signi-

were made between iden-

F (3,78 ) =3.67, p< .01, and the Achlnd scale,

Moratorium

figures

on conformity

comparisons

the PRSS and the DIFF socres

On

<.002 ,

status

non LDS counterparts

of these analyses,

analyses

interactions
scale,

that LDS males and fema.les scored

Status

and religious

statistical

for religion,

to peer pressure.

X Identity

status

than LDS

than non LDS males (see

on the D'TCSDIFF score a main effect

F (l,82 )=9.96, p< .003, revealed

tity

in independence

suggests

and somewhat
some sirtu.lar-

LDS membership was in l:oth

achievement

scores

However, for the Diffusion
non LDS membership generally

for the Foreclosed
and Identity
predicted

higher

25
24
23
22
21
Ach!..!!\!_

20

19
18

17
16
15

-· ----LOS
Note:

Figure

3.

Achievement

independence

Nonl OS

M,lle

i---,

(Achind)

Female

X sex and religion.
w
Vl

30

29
28

27
AchCon

26
25
24
23
22

21
20
Diffusion

Note

Figure

4. Achieve.nent

Forec lo sure

I,

LOS

conformity

Mora tori

um

Ac hie vemen l

I \

NonLDS

(AchCon) X religion

and ego identity

~,tatus.
w

O'\

211

22
l\( lil11J

, I

20

l'J
18

l7
16

- -·---

- --------
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Fo re c l osu re
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Ach i e ve111t:n
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Nule :

Figure

5. Achievement

independence
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and ego identity

status.
w
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OIAPI'ER V

DISCUSSICN
This study of the relationship
conformity
lcgical

was based on Erikson's

identity

at different

versus role

The focus in this

confusion

(1966) operationalized

adults

could te placed

stage encountered
this

are,

of politics,

religion,

Moratorium,

This classification
the relationship

college

adjustment,

variable:

area.

personality

rrore stable

Toder and Marcia

"unstable"

statuses,
statuses.

status

variables,

The focus of this

ccnformity.

They found that

groups.

rraturity

level:

Indeed,

there

Diffusion,

to examine

rearing

as intellect,
practices

,

and intimacy,

rroral reason-

investigation

was a less

were rut tw

(1973) identified

groups and conducted

with less

studies

in

64 female undergraduates
an experimental

the Achievement and Foreclosure
were associated

statuses

(see Table 1) .

and such areas
child

These

and commitment in

The identity

Achievement

i_11terpersonal relations

in the four ego identity
task.

and young

scherre has prompted many researchers

ing, and sex differences.
studied

and Identity

status

crisis

in their

to

adolescence.

adolescents

and occupation.

tetween ego identity

academic achieve.rnent,

this

ideolcgical

in order from lowest to highest

Foreclosure,

in late

so that

of crises

study was on the

in one of four ego identity

four groups are based on personal
the areas

stage

and

of psycho-

Erikson proposed a series

ages.

Marcia

status

(1956) conceptualization

growth and development.

te resolved

between ego identity

statuses,

conformity

conformity
the

than the

However, Ryan (Note 3) was unable to replicate

29
the results

with

or men.

w'ClireI1

for the four ego identity
studies

utilized

flicting

results

conformity.
formity.

for either

might be explained

students

and this

the conformity

nature

may grossly

Psychometric

Evidence

The purpose of this

sensitive

status

and three

(see Appendix B) two friends

This ireasure,

rated

That is,

on two situations
the subject

situations.

then,

the other
provided

a total

was to

and conformity

Conformity
induced

rated

their

opinion

of

situations.

One

tapped conf ormity to

four conformity

scores

(Peer A and Peer B) rated

similar

in

For the Peer Rating Scale

(1 and 2). It was found that

in a significantly

Therefore,

status

in two hypothetical

two raters

the "true"

then,

experirrentally

of each subject

reaction

It was proposed

been attempted.

measures.

tapped peer conformity,

each subject.
subject

probable

known

to scciccultural

study,

a peer rating,

self-report

of con-

and conformity.

of ego identity

was measured in five ways:

authority.

measure of

the results.

was needed to assess

a rrore complex manner than had previously

situation

The con-

limited

contaminate

replication/extension

the relationship

the subject's

task.

or assertiveness.

measure of conformity
between identity

conformity,

conformity

of the Asch task is often

task seems highly

relationship

investigate

Both of these

in terms of this

which emphasize passivity

a better

sex.

in conformity

it only measures one of the many aspects

Second, the deceptive

variables
that

statuses

the Asch ( 19,56) perceptual

First,

by college

Third,

He found no differences

for

each

each peer rater

manner on both hypothetical

score for the peer ratings

was justified.

40

This total

score was labeled

Table 3 displays
score that

these

intercorrelations.

summed two peer's

in two different

rating

conformity

The test

The PP.SS allowed a single

of a subject's

which the subject

twice,

This test

first

in a norrrative

did not expect to have to share his answers,

and

situation

he would 1:::eexpected

lations

l:::etween administrations

measure of conformity

in which the subject

to share and justify

(DIFF) were computed to assist

in establishing

1:::ehavior. As expected,
while administration

correlated--suggesting

subjects

conformity

peer pressure

changed their

was utilized

Corre-

score

administrations

1 and 2

1 and DIFF was negatively
resr:onses

in the direction

situation.

The DIFF

as a measure of conformity

in a

situation.

The third,

fourth,

and fifth

on personality
Inventory

measures of confonnity

measures.

sue-scales:

about conformity
measures attitudes

Achievement via Conformity

about independence
that

(AchCon)

AchCon measure attitudes

l:::ehavior as a path to achievement,

It would 1:::eexpected

were subject

Two were fran the California

and Achievement via Inde:pendence (Achind).

ment.

his answers.

the DTCSas a valid

during the peer pressure

score of the DTCS, then,

was led to

and 2, and the difference

were highly correlated

Personality

a measure of

in

believe

reports

provided

situation

second in a peer pressure

self

l:::ehavior

induced l:::ehavior change due to induced peer pressure.

was administered

of increased

probable

measure was the Dilernnas Test for College

(DTCS) (see Appendix C).

experimentally

(PRSS).

settings.

The second conformity
Students

as the Peer Rating Swmated Scale

while Achind

l:::ehaviors as a path to achieve -

these two scales

would have a rrcderate

41

correlation

since they l:oth tap achievement

what was found.

There was approximately

AchCon and Achind in this

and this

a .40 correlation

These two scales,

arout conformity

then,

is

cetween

study and in GoughI s ( 1957) original

(see Tables 5, 6, and 7).
measure of attitudes

attitudes,

study

give a self-report

and independence

in relation

to

achievement.
The Marlowe-Crowne Social

Desirability

measure of conformity.

This scale

tently

with conformity

high correlation

rreasure of one of the highest
appear in a socially
pected

to correlate

desirable
highly

measure. This relationship

Scale

was chosen cecause of its
measures.

correlates
wanner.

This variable

conformity

need than less conformist

SOS would be expected
Achind , the self-report
In fact, . for

females

was ntoed

seem to suggest
and achieverrent,

that

a positive

desirability

formity-independence

rreasure.

Overall,

these data

cetween conformity
standing

are nore likely
desirability.

with

cetween the two

regardle ss of their

a high need for social

social

This was not the case.

relationship

for the association

continuum,

than

relationship

(see Tables 5, 6, and 7) .

females,

conformist

males and females.

to have a negative

independence

to ce stronger

That is,

males while l:oth of these groups had a higher

desirability

strate

would ce ex-

and it appeared

females seemed to have a higher need for social

variables

the need to

ld.ith AchCon, the self-report

was obtained,

consis-

It served as a

of conformity,

for females than males (see Tables 5, 6, and 7).

conformist

(SOS) was the fifth

cehaviors

on the con-

than males to demon-

Males reporting

high

42

confonnity

on the achieverrent

desirability
relates

dimension also report

needs than males who report

higher

social

high independence

as it

to achieverrent.

Further

analysis

of confonnity

into the relationships
biased confonnity

anong the confonnity

a peer rating

DIFF would be expected

measures.

of the confonnity

concept.
or a negative

relationship

that

correlaaspects

there would be

between DIFF and Achlnd
concepts.

This is

The data for the PRSS and the AchCon/

Achind relationship

is less clear.

both.

PRSS-Achind relationship

The negative

l::ut different

seemingly unrelated

what was observed.

induced

to show a rrodest positive

It would be expected

since they measured different,
precisely

insight

The two least

and experimentally

tion with AchCon since both measure confonnity,

no relationship

provides

measures seem to be PRSS and the DIFF score of the

D'I'CSsince they represent
confonnity.

intercorrelations

themselves

PRSS is negatively

'M'.Juldbe expected

subjects

who report

as being independent

reported

as less conformist

relation

between PRSS and AchCon might be that

by peers.

associated

The reason

with

as

'M'.Juldprobably

be

for the negative

peers tend to perceive

anyone with high need achieve.TUent (as measured by AchCon and Achind )
as also being independent.
need for achievement
implies

tends to rule

high independence

In sumnary, this
study measured varying
tapped exactly

That is,

peers seem to assume that
out high confonnity

behavior

a high
and

behaviors.

data suggested

that

the five measures in this

aspects

of confonnity,

the same aspect

of the global

and that

no two rreasures

concept of conformity.
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For the rrost part,
strated
tical

the intercorrelations

relationships
grounds.

that

Further,

increased

of a subject's

(peer rating,

the probability
reported

Ego Identity

Status
Sex Relationships

of this

The general
statuses

data indicated

The Diffusion
be rated

report)

and comprehensive

measure

behavior.

status

research

was to study the relationship

hypothesis

was that

those in the lower ego

and Foreclosure)

identity

statuses

(PRSS), this

would be rrore conforming
(Moratorium and Achieverrent).

was the case for males.

males were rrore conforming
interaction

and Foreclosure

status

than were their

and Achievement groups.

in conformity

an ideological

a commitment in the areas of politics,
to readily

they are more likely

religion,

conform to peer pressures

than are ferrales

with similar

to derronstrate

but a
phenomena.

identity

to

female counterparts.

females

males who have not yet experienced

for this

Peer

males were much rrore likely

differences

in the Moratorium

in general,

seems to account

There were no significant

figures

and self

different

and his or her conformity

as high conformers

rrore likely

three

status

According to peer ratings

sex X identity

of an unbiased

or theore-

ego identity

(Diffusion

than those in the higher

rating

experiemntal,

and observed conformity

between an individual's

identity

on conceptual

derron-

and Conformity X

The main thrust

tendencies.

would be expected

these five measures permitted

avenues of measurement
that

arrong the variables

between males and
This suggests
crisis

that

and/ or made

and occupation

are

and to authority
statuses.

confo:::-mity behavior

Further,
than are males
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or females who are currently
already

experienced

a relevant

The conclusions
DTCSdata.

Although no significant

was a significant
administration

Diffusion

1.

identity

score

relationship

higher on conformity

in important

statuses.

or have
commitments.

l::acked by

were noted for administra-

(DIFF) of the two administrations,
between the identity

statuses

and

may not be associated

tity

status

in the

for the conclusion

a significant

crisis

that

or made comnitments

to be conforming individ-

However, the difference

effects

there

males and females were significantly

This lends support

test

scores of the DTCS

of the nature rreasured by the dilermas

with substantive

differences

between iden-

groups.

The self-report
AchCon there

measures are rrore difficult

is a linear

self-reported

relationship

identity

to interpret.

tetween ego identity

achievement via conformity.

from the lower to higher

statuses

need to achieve through conformity

As

individuals

For

status

and

progress

they report

rrore and

behaviors.

At first

data would appear to be at odds with the PRSS and the DRCS

evidence which suggests

achievement.
identity

that

tehaviors.

conformity

might be explained

higher

are partially

value laden areas are rrore likely

suggest peer pressure

higher

crisis

scores of the DTCS than were individuals

uals than those who have.

glance this

an identity

and made ideological

effects

status

those who have not experienced

stronger

crisis

from the peer ratings

tion 2 or the difference

other

experiencing

the 10\.ver identity

statuses

have the

These seemingly incongruent

in tenns of the contaminating

Intuitively,

statuses

it would be expected
would report

variable:
that

more achievement

results
need for

those L'1 the
tehaviors.

4$

They have struggled
least

ideological

toward cornnitrrents.

started

focused,

with personal

goal oriented,

were likely

to

values

l:::;e older

Therefore,

would those in the Foreclosure
rrore conformity

conformity

identity

tehaviors

statuses

in general

lower identity

statuses

achievement
expected
fact,
tity

conformity

differently

suggesting

Finally,
significantly
desirable

that

in self reports

not differ

individuals
in their

tehaviors

Further,

than

individuals

perceive

in certain

in this

(as is suggested

perceived

to have a

limited

certain

areas.
area

They

(achieve-

they are less conforming than those in the
by PRSS and DTCS) .

tehaviors

as the test

to ego identity

relationship
individuals

desires

that

statuses

did

tendencies.
groups did not differ

to appear in a socially

manner as measured by the SOS variable.

tion of the study it was realized

In

between Achind and iden-

in the four identity

reported

w'OUldbe

statuses.

in the different

of independence

Assuming

path to

aJ::ove), the Achind variable

related

there was no significant
status

arena.

to achieve

tehaviors

statuses

groups even if it meant

might realistically

(as is hypothesized

tote

rrore achievement

limited

as necessary

ment) although

subjects

or made canm.itments

those in the Moratorium

and Diffusion

in this

might then ~eport conformity

that

or reliefs

than those who

and thus they might te expected

and Achievement groups might report

in the higher

attitude

Also, those in the rrore mature identity

higher need for achievement.

reporting

and have at

They would seem to have a rrore

achievement oriented

have never thought aJ::out their
in these areas.

issues

After the comple-

the use of the SDS variable
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was inappropriate
of social

since

desirability

the SDS variable
identity

statuses

the CM-EIS was developed to be independent
needs. Therefore,

it would be expected that

would show no rreaningful

relationship

with the four

as measured by the a-1-EIS.

Post Hoc Results
This study was conducted

in a geographical

enced by the Church of Jesus Christ
post hoc analysis
interesting
higher

of the effects

differences

measure of conformity
reflect

a general

culture

that

there

females.

It was just

responding

the opposite

to CU.!:"rentsocial

dent definition

conformity.

some
scored

This might

conformity.

(Achind)

However,
more likely

than were illS

for the non WS group.

A possible

to pressures

to assume

female role while non illS feniales were
pressures

for a more liberal,

indepen-

of feniale roles.

The data on religious
to a rather

illS subjects

males were significantly

is that WS fem3.les were responding
conformist

A

to respond to a religious

and political

WS

(illS).
yielded

(DIFF) than did non illS subjects.

emphasized religious

influ-

(AchCon) and on the experimental

trend for WS subjects

a more traditional,

Saings

affiliation

groups.

higher achievement via independence

explanation

surprising

affiliation

conclusion

and ego identity

in the Foreclosure

th.an illS counterparts

status

in the area of achievement

For l:x)th measures of achievement tendencies

Achind ) WS subjects
higher

of religious

conformity

were sex differences.

to report

of Latter-day

between religious

on self-reported

area strongly

leads
and

(AchCon and

and Moratorium groups scored

in the Diffusion

and Achieverrent groups.
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The opposite
Diffusion

was true of non LOS subjects.

of this

confusing

picture

Sumnary

The general

hypothesis

for this

study was that as subjects

from lower to higher ego ide.Dtity statuses
less confonnity

behavior.

sures of confonnity:
in the Diffusion

confonnity

subjects

suggests

by two mea-

higher confonnity

And, according

to the D'ICS, male

are more conforming.
hypotheses

were at least

scores on two measures of confonnity
groups.

partially

in conformity

and Foreclosures

No significant

t.11andid the Foreclosure

ma.les aDd females did not

Also, in general,
scores

although peers rated

male

as rrore conforming t.~an females in the

same group, and females see.'lEd to report
needs.

confirrred

The Achievement and Moratorium gorups did have lower

significantly

Diffusions

status

to peer ratings .

of the four specific

and Diffusion
differ

they will derronstrate

This was partially

or Foreclosure

according

supported.

move

PRSS and D'ICS. At least for males, meml:ership

and female Diffusion
Two

'MJuld be contingent

data collection.

A Conceptual

behaviors

in the

rrore achievement tendencies.

and Achievement groups reported

An adequate explanation
on further

Non LOS subjects

differences

higher social

desirability

were fotmd between the Achievement

and Moratorium groups and between the Foreclosure

and Diffusion

groups

in terms of conformity.
An individual's
many areas of life
intimate,

personality

identity

status

including

college

characteristics,

has important
achievement,
etc.

Lrnplications
abilities

for

to be

This study suggests

that
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it also has implications
less mature identity
likely

to re rated

for conformity

statuses

rehavior.

(Diffusion

by friends

and Foreclosure)

those who have not thought deeply arout

life

areas are nore likely

statuses

their

for themselves.

This implies

values

to "follow the crowd" rather

in important

than decide

Those in the rrore mature identity

(Moratorium and Achievement) would re nore likely

a situation

according

thought arout their

to internal
values

in the

are rrore

as reing nore conforming.

that

what is right

Individuals

norms ref ore acting.

in critical

areas

to evaluate

They have

but not necessarily

made

commitments.
Limitations
There are at least
First,

three possible

to this

the sample is probably not highly representative

adolescents

in general

cal area strongly

since only college

influenced

not in college
assumed that
in three

or in a different
ego identity

areas:

arsued that

this

ego identity
re questioned.
regard,

was adequately

status

politics,

Finally,

Despite

rreasured.

of late

were utilized.

area.

is measured by crises
and occupation.

to adolescents
Second, it is
and commitrrent
It might re

a measure of the complex concept of
the measurement of conformity

the improvements over previous

it is unclear

study.

from a geographi-

these results

geographical

religion,

is too limited

status.

students

by the LDS religion

Caution should re used in generalizing

this

limitations

whether the global

studies

might
in

concept of conformity
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Implications
Research

and Suggestions

This study suggests
study of ego identity
variables

for Further

that conformity

status.

It can legit:unately

that have reen studied

identity

stutus.

confonning.

to increase

More specifically,

However, current
warren

indicated

It appears that

formity

here.

status

conformity

of conformity.

consistent

study hints

strated.

conformity

When the conformity

differences

in this

study.

seemed to add little
the global

psychotherapy.

area.

relation-

status.

Sare

cultural

envirorurent
of WS sub-

might be conducted without

the

Achind and SOS, since

they

information.

Also, new rreasures of

should be added in future

area has possible

Assuming that

linear

of a high percentage

measures,

meaningful

specific

between the gr oups have been derron-

The replication

concept of conformity

This research

of ego identity

the effects

use of two of the self-report

operational-

in this

inverse

study in a rrore diverse

is recomrrended to assess

different

resarch

at a possible

and levels

A replication

study is

arrong the groups emerge.

differences

ship retween conformity

jects

Further

conclusions

the other study in the area of con-

There is an obvious need for further
The data from this

confirm

are at cxlds with their

is broken down and measured from several

izations,

partially

of ego

(Ryan, Note 3) found no relationship

J::-ecause of a narro.-1 definition
concept

the understanding

are also less confonning.

and ego identity

in the

that Achievement women are less

results

that Foreclosure

variable

be added to the

these results

( 1973) contention

Tod.er and Marcia's

is a relevant

implications

the inverse

linear

research.

for teaching
relationship

and
between

SD
conformity
a teacher

and ego identity

structured,

and Foreclosure
clear-cut,

values

ego identity

that

adjustment,
diagnosis

in a looser environment

and independent

thought.

of the client's

with identity

and treatment

would l:e to emphasize

and possibly

aware of a client's

personality

Kno.,,,ledge of an

might l:e even rrore rn.eaningful for a

to achieve a higher

indications

are correlated

fran a

the Foreclosure

Conformity might l:ecome a therapeutic

client.

or counselor

l:enefit

environment while Moratorium and

for the Diffusion,

that would allow a client

have sorre clear

would probably

One obvious implication

clarification

therapist

tendencies.

stutus

or therapist.

and Moratorium,

to take advantage of conformity

might learn rrore easily

with rrore room for creative

counselor

could pro-

students

identity

examination,

status

step-by-step

Achievement students

individual's

holds up under further

with the knowledge of a student's

gram his or her instruction
Diffusion

status

status

identity

identity

(e .g.,

planning.

However, these

conformity

and ego identity

and would depend on further
status

would also
areas

college

This WCiuldl:e an aid in

etc.).

premature

The

in several

conformity,

variables,

at present

status.

status

tendencies

issue

relationship.

interventions
validation

are

of the
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Objecti ve Measure

of Ego Identity

Status

(OM- EIS )
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Objective

Measure of Ego Identity

Status

(OM-EIS)

Instructions:
Read each item and indicate
own impressions as to how it best reflects

to what degree it fits your
your thoughts and feelings.

1.

They just

I haven't
Strongly
Agree

2.

3.

Moderately
Agree

Agree

When it comes to religion,
into myself.

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Moderately
Agree

Disagree

I just
Agree

haven't
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

found any that

I'm really

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

My parents had it decided a long time ago what I should go into and
I'm following their plans.
Moderately
Agree

Agree

Disagree

There are so many different
political
decide which to follow until I figure
Moderately
Agree

I don't give religion
or another.
Moderately
Agree

Agree

Moderately
Disagree

parties and ideals.
it all out.

Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

rruch thought and it doesn't
Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
I can't
Strongly
Disagree

l::other me one way

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I guess I 'm pretty ITUJchlike my folks when it comes to politics.
I follow what they do in temrs of voting and such.
Strongly
Agree

8.

Disagree

rre rruch.

excite

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Agree
7.

Agree

Moderately
Agree

don't

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree
6.

politics.

things but there's
said what they wanted.

Strongly
Agree
::>.

considered

I might have thought a.rout a lot of different
never really been a decision since my parents

Strongly
Agree
4.

really

Moderately
Agree

Agree

I haven ' t chosen the occupation
working toward becoming a ___
Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I really want to get into l::ut I'm
until something better comes along.
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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9.

A person's faith is unique to each individual.
I've
reconsidered it myself and know what I can telieve.
Strongly
Agree

10.

16.

Moderately
Agree

Agree

Mcderately
Agree

Agree

Mcderately
Agree

Agree

It took me a while to figure
want for a career.
Strongly
Agree

15.

Agree

I've thought my political
teliefs
not agree with many of my parent's
Strongly
Agree

14.

Moderately
Agree

Disagree

Mcderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mcderately
Agree

Disagree

Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Mcderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I may or may

Mcderately
Disagree

rut now I really

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

like to make up my

through and realize
teliefs.

it out,

Agree

Mcderately
Disagree

enough to have to make a

I'm not so sure what religion means to me. I'd
mind rut I'm not done looking yet.
Strongly
Agree

13.

Disagree

I really never was involved in politics
firm stand one way or the other.
Strongly
Agree

12.

Agree

and

It took me a long time to decide but now I know for sure what
direction
to rrove in for a career.
Strongly
Agree

11 .

Moderately
Agree

considered

Strongly
Disagree

know what I

Mcderately
Disagree

Strongl y
Disagree

Religion is conf using to me right
what is right and wrong to me.

now. I keep changing my views on

Strongl y
Agree

Disagree

Mcderately
Agree

Agree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I'm sure it wil l be pretty easy for me to change my occupational
goals when something better comes along.
Strongly
Agree

Mcderately
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Mcxlerately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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17.

18.

My folks have always had their own political
at:out issues like at:ortion and mercy killing
along accepting what they have.

and rroral beliefs
and I've always gone

Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Disagree

Disagree

Moderately
Agree

Agree

Moderately
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree
rut I'm trying

Moderatel y
Agree

Agree

Moderately
Agree

Agree

Moderately
Agree

Agree

and

to figure

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I am as a person and what jobs
Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

I've never really questioned my religion.
parents, it rrust be right for me.
Strongly
Agree

24.

Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Moderatel y
Disagree

I just can't decide what to do for an occupation.
m:my that have possibilities.
Strongly
Agree

23.

Strongly
Disagree

I attend the same church as my family has always attended.
never really questioned why.
Strongly
Agree

22 .

Moderately
Agree

I just can't decide how capable
I'll be right for.
Strongly
Agree

21.

Disagree

beliefs,
I'm not sure at:out my political
out what I can truly believe in.
Strongly
Agree

20.

Agree

I've gone through a period of serious questioning at:out faith
can now say I understand what I believe in as an individual.
Strongly
Agree

19.

Moderately
Agree

Dis agree

Strongly
Disagree

There are so

Moderately
Disagree
If it's

I've

right

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
for my
Strongly
Disagree

Politics
are something that I can never be too sure at:out because
things change so fast.
But I do think it's important to know what
I believe in.
Strongly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Moderately
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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Appendix B
Peer

Rating

Scale

(PRS)
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Peer Rating Scale
Instructions

for Callers

Hello. My name is

Your friend

----

and phone number and permission
questions

_____

to call

gave me your narre

you to ask you a couple of

al:out hirrv'her as part of a psychology experiment he/she

participated
friend

(PRS)

Please just

in.

give me your frank opinion al:out how your

¼Olld l::::ehavein the following

l::::etreated

con£ identially,

situations.

no one rut me will

This information

will

see or hear your resp::mses.

Dilemna 1

If your friend

were in a situation

where a close group of friends

peers asked him to do something unusual
she might not usually

do), how do you believe

Please answer according
Not go along

(e.g.,

to the following

Might go along

1

a dare or sorrething he/
would l::::ehave?

____

scale.

½ time go along

Probably go along

3

4

2

Definitely

or

go along
5

Dilemna 2
If your friend

had a specific

himself / herself
you relieve

in public

Might maintain
own opinion

with a professor

own opinion

go along with with or prof.
5

rut found

or toss,

hew do

behave?

½ time maintain

2

1

Definitely

conflict

would publicly

-----

Maintain own
opinion

opinion al:out sorrething,

3

Probably do along
with boss or prof.
4
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Appendix C

Dilemnas Test for College Students

(IJI'CS)
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Dilerrma.s Test for College Students

(DTCS)

Dilerrma No. 1

Today is your little
brother's
birthday and your family wants you to
come home to help celebrate.
But t¼D of your test friends have asked
you to join them for the day doing something you really enjoy. What
would you do?
GO HOMEANDPLEASEYOURPARENTS
Very
Certa.in

Fairly
Certain

Somewhat
Certain

I Guess
So

JOIN YOURFRIENDS
I Guess
So

Somewhat
Certain

Fairly
Certain

Very
Certain

Dilerrrna No. 2

Recently you've found out something al:xJut one of your friends which
could endanger some others.
This information was given to you by your
You know if you don't tell the authorities
friend in ut:rrost confidence.
Your other friends advise you to
someone will probably te hurt badly.
keep quiet and not tetray a confidence.
But something serious could
happen. What' would you do?
YOURFRIENDS
KEEPQUIET ANDFOLLCW
Very
Certain

Fairly
Certain

Somewhat
Certain

I Guess
So

INFORMTHE PROPERAUI'HORITIES
I Guess
So

Somewhat
Certain

Fairly
Certain

Very
Certain

Dilerrma No. 3

There's a professor at the university
that nobody likes.
Some of the
people you go around with suggest palying a trick on this teacher by
hiding a very real-looking
rubber snake in the prof's desk. They want
you to help by watching in the hall and giving a warning if anybody
comes . wnat would you do? Would you tell your friends they
shoulc:1.--i'tdo it, or let each one do what he wants?
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LET EACHONECO WHATHE WANTS
Fairly
Certain

Very
Certain

Somewhat
Certain

I Guess
So

TELL MYFRIENDSTHEYSHOULDN'TCO IT
I Guess
So

Fairly
Certain

Somewhat
Certain

Suppose they decided
watching in the hall

to go ahead. Would you help your friends
as they asked you to?
REFUSE TO

Very
Certain

Very
Certain

Fairly
Certain

by

HELP MYFRIENDS
Somewhat
Certain

I Guess
So

WOULD
HELP MYFRIENDS
I Guess
So

Somewhat
Certain

Fairly
Certain

Very
Certain

Dilemma No. 4

You are playing an exciting game with some of your
have a little
suddenly you remernl::::erthat you still
you stop playing now you' 11 have tine to do a good
on playing, you'll just barely be able to finish it
But if you stop now, you'll disappoint your friends
break up the game. What would you really do?

friends when
homework to do. If
job.
If you keep
after the game.
because it will

NOTBREAKUP THE GAME
Very
Certain

Somewhat
Certain

Fairly
Certain

I Guess
So

BREAKUP THE GAMEWITHYOURFRIENDS
I Guess
So

Somewhat
Certain

Fairly
Certain

Very
Certain
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Dilermia

No. 5

You have political
aspirations
and a local politician
has asked you to
help during his campaign. This person's political
IJ(Wer may help you
in your future ambitions.
However, your friends l:elieve that this
person's political
activities
are corrupt, dishonest,
and shabby. They
What wDl.lld your
are pressuring you to resign fran your position.
inclination
be to do in this situation?
FOLI..avYOURFRIENDS' AD\lICEANDRESIQ,,J'

Very
Certain

Fairly
Certain

Somewhat
Certain

I Guess
So

CONTINUEIN YOURPOSITION 'ID FURI'HERYOURKNCWLEDGE
OF POLITICS

I Guess
So

Somewhat
Certain

Fairly
Certain

Very
Certain

DILEMMA No. 6

All of your life you th.ink that you have believed in a sense of independence and working hard to get ahead. Since meeting sane new
friends,
whose opinions you value, you've l:een pressured to vK.)rkless
hard and to recognize the l:eauty of l:eing dependent upon a group of
close friends to help you get ahead. Your grades and interest
in
school are dropping off.
What would you do?
CONTINUESEEINGYOURFRIENDSANDENJOY
THEIR CCMPANY

Very
Certain

Fairly
Certain

Sorrewhat
Certain

I Guess
So

SEE YOURFRIENDSLESS SO YOUCANGET
MORECONE

I Guess
So

Somewhat
Certain

Fairly
Certain

Very
Certain
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Dilenma No. 7
The person you've been dating for several weeks is pressuring you to
have sex when you have an evening together.
You are not sure if
you're ready vet or how you feel about going all the way. You've
talked to your friends and they all think you should becorre corrpletely
You aren't sure how you feel,
intimate and have sexual intercourse.
b.lt you tend to believe that you need to truly love scmeone before
Your friend is reassuring
you and
you becorre corrpletely involved.
pressuring
you to have sexual intercourse.
What would you do?
BEGINA SEXUALINTIMACY
Very
Certain

Fairly
Certain

Sorrewhat
Certain

I Guess
So

REFUSE'ID HAVESEXUALRELATI
ONS

I Guess
So

Somewhat
Certain

Fairly
Certain

Very
Certain

Dilenma No. 8
organization
that you belong to had some rrDney left over at the end
of the year and the President and Officers
decided to have a party with
the rerriaining rroney. One person whcm notody likes was absent that day
and didn't hear about the party.
The other people suggest not say ing
anything about it, so that this person wDn't be there.
What wDUld you
do in this situation?

An

GO ALONGWITHTHE REST OF THE PEOPLE
Very
Certain

Fairly
Certain

Somewhat
Certain

I Guess
So

REFUSETO GO UNLESS THIS PERSONWASINCLUDED
I Guess
So

Somewhat
Certain

Fairly
Certain

Very
Certain
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Appendix D
California

Psycholcgical

Inventory

(CPI)
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California

Psychological

Inventory

Subscales Achieverrent via Conformance (AchCon)* and Achievement via
Independence (Achind)
If you agree with a staterrent or feel that it is true
or feel that
true.
If you disagree with a staterrent,
a.1:out you, answer false.
Circle the letter.
*1.

I looked up to my father

*2.

Our thinking

*3.

as an ideal

F

would be a lot better if we v,;ould just forget
arout v,;ords like "probably",
"approximately",
and "perhaps".

T

F

I have a very strong

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

rn

.l.

F

T

F

T

F

desire

I liked

5.

I usually

6.

I have had very peculiar

7.

I am often

8.

When I was going to school,

*10.

rran.

T

4.

*9.

about you, answer
it is not true

to be a success

in the world.

"Alice in Wonderland" by Lewis Carroll.
go to the rrovies rrore than once a week.
and strange

experiences.

said to be hotheaded.

I have very few fears

I played hooky quit-e often.

compared to my friends.

For rrost questions there is just one right
a person is able to get all the facts.

once

*11.

I think

*12.

When someone does rre a wrong I feel I should pay him back
if I can, just for the principle
of the thing.

*13.
14.
*15.
*16.

I v,;ould like

answer,

the work of a school teacher.

I seem to be about as capable
around rre.

and smart as rrost others

I usually
parties.

in the entertainment

take an active

part

The trouble with rrany people
th.L.~gsseriously enough.
It is always a gcod thing

*Items from AchCon scale
scales.

is that

they don't

at
take

to be frank.

have an asterisk,

sorre items are in both

i'O

*17.

It is annoying to listen to a lecturer who cannot
seem to make up his rrund as to what he really believes.

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

It is alright to get around the law if you don't
actually break it.

T

F

*26.

Parents

T

F

*27.

I have a tendency to give up easily
cult problems.

T

F

T

F

T

F

I am sometimes cross and grouchy without any good reason.

T

F

31.

My parents

T

F

32.

Teachers often expect too much ,;,..orkfrom the students.

T

F

33.

My way of doing things
others.

T

F

I have had blank spells in which my activities
were
interrupted
and I did not know what was going on around me. T

F

35.

I ljj(e to keep people guessing what I'm going to do next.

T

F

36.

I think I would like

in a coxing match sometime.

T

F

* 18.
19.

I don't blarre anyone for trying
this ,;,..orld.

*22.
23.

*24.
25.

*28.
29.
*30.

*34.

he can in

Planning one's activities
in advance is very likely
to take rrost of the fun out of life.

*20. I was a slow learner
21.

to get all

in school.

I like poetry.
There is something ltll:"Ong
with a person who can't
orders without getting angry or resentful.

take

Sometimes without any reason or even when things are
going ltll:"ong,I feel excitedly happy, "on top of the
,;,..or
ld" .
I wake up fresh and rested

rrost rrornings.

are much too easy on their

I certainly

feel useless

children

nowadays.

when I meet diffi-

at times.

I have the ,;,..onderlust and am never happy unless
am romaing or traveling al::out.

have often disapproved

of my friends.

is apt to be misunderstood

to fight

I

by
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*37.

If given a chance.

of people

T

F

*38.

I like to plan a home study schedule and then follow it.

T

F

*39.

I have often found people jealous of my gcod ideas,
recause they had not thought of them first.

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

The man who provides temptation by leaving available
property unprotected is al::out as much to blame for its
theft as the one who steals it.

T

F

I am often bothered by useless
running through my mind.

T

F

T

F

I must admt I find it very hard to v.0rk under strict
rules and regulations.

T

F

I like

T

F

T

F

40.
*41.

I would rrake a gcod leader

In school I was sometimes sent to the principal
cutting up.
People pretend to care rrore al::out one another
they really do.

*42.

I like to read al:out history.

*43.

I am so touchy al::out some subjects
al:out them.

*44.
45.
*46.

*47.
*48.
49.

50.

The future
plans.
I like

I like

is too uncertain

to talk refore

I can't

for
than

talk

for a person to rrake serious

groups of people

to plan out my activities

large,

that

just

thoughts which keep
in advance.

noisy parties.

I sometimes feel

*52.

Only a fool would try to change our American way of
life.

T

F

I always try to do at least
is expected of me.

T

F

*53.

that

I am a burden to others.

*51.

a little

retter

than what

*54.

Lawbreakers are alrrost always caught and punished.

T

F

*55.

I would re very unhappy if I was not successful
something I had seriously started to do.

T

F

at
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*56.

I dread the thought of an earthquake

T

F

I often lose my temper.

T

F

*58.

My parents

T

F

*59.

I am bothered by people outside,
stores, etc. , watching me.

T

F

T

F

57.

were always very stern with me.
on streetcars,

in

*60.

I often get disgusted

*61.

Society CMes a lot rrore to the businessrran and the
manufacturer than it does to the artist and professor.

T

F

I think I vJOuld like to belong to a rrotorcycle

T

F

I used to like it very much when one of my papers was
read to the class in school.

T

F

*64.

I feel that I have often been punished without cause.

T

F

*65.

I don't

T

F

62.
*63.

with myself.

seem to care what happens to rre.

club.
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Appendix E

Crowne-Marlowe Social

Desirability

Scale

(SDS)
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Crowne-,.VJarloweSocial

Desirability

Scale

(SOS)

Read each statement and decide whether the item is true or false
pertains to you personally.
Circle the letter.
1.

Before voting, I thoroughly
of all the candidates.

investigate

as it

the qualifications
T

F

T

F

It is sometimes hard for me to go on with my work if I
am not encouraged.

T

F

4.

I have never intensely

T

F

5.

On occasion I have had doubts about my ability
succeed in life.

T

F

T

F

T

F

2.
3.

I never hesitate
trouble.

to go out of my way to help someone in

disliked

anyone.
to

6.

I sorretimes feel

7.

I am always careful

8.

My table m:mners at home are as good as when I eat out
in a restaurant.

T

F

I could get into a rrovie -without paying and be sure
I was not seen, I would probably do it.

T

F

On a few occasions I have given up doin g sanething
I thought too little
of my abilities.

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

9.
10.

resentful

when I don't

get my way.

about my manner of dress.

If

because

11.

I like to gossip

at times.

12.

There have been times when I felt like rebelling
against
people in authority even tl1ough I knew they were right.

13 .

No matter who I 'm talking

to,

14.

I can remember "playing

15.

There have been occasions

16.

I'm always willing

17.

I always try to practice

18.

I don't find it particularly
difficult
loud rrouthed, obnoxious people.

sick"

I 'm always a good listener

.

to get out of sorrething.

when I took advantage

of saneone.

to admit it when I make a mistake.
what I preach.
to get along with

19.

I sanetimes

try to get even rather

20.

When I don't

21.

I am always courteous

22.

At times I have really

23.

There have been occasions

24.

I v.10uldnever think of letting
for my wrongdoings.

know something,

than forgive

I dont'

mind admitting

insisted

on having things

when I felt

26.

I have never teen irked when people expressed
different
from my o.-.m.

a favor.

jealous

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

of the

I have almost never felt

30.

I have never felt

31.

I am sometimes irritated

32.

I soemtirres think that when people have a misfortune
only got what they deserved.
I have never deliterately
one's feelings.

T

ideas very

29.

33.

F

without checking the safety

There have been times when I was quite
good forbme of others.

that

T

someone else te punished

l:eing asked to return

I never made a long trip
of the car .

my own way.

like smashing things.

I never resent

28.

it.

even to people who are disagreeable.

25.

27.

and forget

the urge to tell

someone off.

I was punished without cause.
by people who ask favors of me.

said anything

they

that hurt some-
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